We build on recent advances in progressively growing generative autoencoder models. These models can encode and reconstruct existing images, and generate novel ones, at resolutions comparable to Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs), while consisting only of a single encoder and decoder network. The ability to reconstruct and arbitrarily modify existing samples such as images separates autoencoder models from GANs, but the output quality of image autoencoders has remained inferior. The recently proposed PIONEER autoencoder can reconstruct faces in the 256×256 CELEBA-HQ dataset, but like IntroVAE, another recent method, it often loses the identity of the person in the process. We propose an improved and simplified version of PIONEER and show significantly improved quality and preservation of the face identity in CELEBA-HQ, both visually and quantitatively. We also show evidence of stateof-the-art disentanglement of the latent space of the model, both quantitatively and via realistic image feature manipulations. On the LSUN Bedrooms dataset, our model also improves the results of the original PIONEER. Overall, our results indicate that the PIONEER networks provide a way to photorealistic face manipulation.
Introduction
Advances in generative image modelling with deep neural networks have raised expectations for delivering new tools for photographic image manipulation and exploration. Generative image modelling involves training the model by a wide variety of data, such as pictures of faces or bedrooms, and allowing it to learn features and structure present in the data. Recent works (e.g. [17, 18, 3] ) on using Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [9] for images of high quality and resolution have showed that generating random beautiful and sharp high-resolution images is achievable by current tools-given a fair deal of engineering and compute. However, to manipulate existing images and other content, we also need inference, not only the capability to generate random samples. A model that can encode the sample of interest into a well-structured latent space allows us to manipulate the sample via that latent representation (comprising the learned features). In absence of extensions, a GAN has no inference component. In contrast, generative autoencoder models allow both generation and reconstruction, with a bi-directional mapping between the latent feature space and image space. The latent space can be exploited e.g. by interpolating between two or more points that represent images (see Fig. 1 ), by finding directions that encode an individual Figure 2 . Example of reconstruction quality in 256×256 resolution with typical images from the CELEBA-HQ test set (top row), by our balanced PIONEER (middle) and baseline PIONEER (bottom). Here, the input images are encoded into 512-dimensional latent feature vector and decoded back to the original dimensionality (middle and bottom rows). The encoding-decoding of balanced PIONEER tends to preserve facial features, orientation, expressions, and hair style. Small mistakes can still be observed, especially in male subjects. (Features highly underrepresented in the limited CELEBA-HQ training set, such as a dark-skinned face with atypical orientation, will result in more pronounced failures.) feature of interest (see Fig. 6 ) to modify new images, and for other downstream tasks.
The state-of-the-art in this direction was set by three papers simultaneously published in late 2018: the flow-based GLOW method [22] , the introspective variational autoencoder (IntroVAE, [14] ), and the progressively growing generative autoencoder (PIONEER, [11] ) based on the Adversarial Generator-Encoder (AGE, [36] ).
In this paper, we build on the progressively growing generative autoencoder concept, primarily the PIONEER network architecture. We seek to balance the training as the model grows progressively towards higher and higher resolutionsa common challenge for generative models (see e.g. discussion in [14] ). PIONEER was previously shown to reconstruct images only up to 128×128. With balanced training, our model can generate realistic high resolution images, preserve sample diversity, provide semantically correct reconstructions (Fig. 2) , and learn disentangled latent representations of features (Fig. 6) .
The contributions and results of this paper are as follows. (i) We first establish a new baseline for PIONEER, with quality and diversity of generated 256×256 samples now close to the state-of-the-art encoder-decoder models and GANs, much improved from the previously published results for the original version of the method in [11] .
(ii) We propose a modified PIONEER model that learns a more accurate representation of the dataset. When reconstructing face images of CELEBA-HQ, the baseline PIONEER often loses the identity. The cause is related to a large dynamic range and occasional collapse of the encoder-decoder minimax game, complicated by three different weight normalization schemes. We are able to drop two out of three, and solve the stability problem by changing the loss function.
(iii) With these improvements, our model can reconstruct 256×256 CELEBA-HQ images with substantially better conservation of identity and significantly improved LPIPS [40] and FID [13] scores. Hence, we show that AGE-based generative models can indeed handle the 256×256 resolution, with performance comparable to the IntroVAE (contrary to what is implied in [14] ).
(iv) We show that the latent space of the model allows for realistic face image manipulation, and evaluate it quantitatively with Perceptual Path Length ( [18] ) metric. We show that even the regular PIONEER is superior to the other baselines, and that our improvements further amplify the difference.
Related work
Our work builds upon the previous research in generative image models, such as variational autoencoders (VAEs, [20, 16] ), autoregressive models, flow models, and GAN variants. Our approach borrows ideas from both autoencoders and GANs. In this section, we give a brief overview of the background literature and conclude with discussion about the closest related works.
The basic idea of a GAN is to train two networks, generator and discriminator, in a competitive manner so that (a) the generator learns to produce images from the same distribution as the training data and (b) the discriminator learns to distinguish the synthetic images produced by the generator from the real training samples as well as possible. If successful, the generator has become good enough so that the discriminator can no longer make the distinction. The generator starts from a compact random latent code.
During the recent years there has been rapid progress related to GAN-based models and applications. Many recent improvements improve the stability and robustness of the training process by suggesting new loss functions [1] , regularization methods [29, 31, 28] , multi-resolution training [17, 39] , architectures [18] , or combinations of these.
However, despite the notable progress in image generation, it is widely accepted that the capability for realistic image synthesis alone is not sufficient for most applications, such as image manipulation, where we start from an existing image. This calls for a model with an encoder, such as a VAE. On the other hand, autoencoders tend to suffer from blurry outputs, and are often used for only low resolution images (even in recent works such as e.g. [33, 34, 5] , see also comparison in [11] ).
Thus, there have been many efforts to combine GANs with autoencoder models, (e.g. [4, 30, 7, 8] ). For instance, [7] and [8] proposed utilizing three deep networks in order to learn functions that enable mappings between the data space and the latent space in both directions. That is, besides the typical autoencoder architecture, consisting of a decoder (i.e. generator) and encoder networks, their approach uses an additional discriminator network, which is trained to classify tuples of image samples with their latent codes. Other authors introduce additional discriminator networks besides the generator and encoder. For example, [25, 4] use a GAN-like discriminator in sample space and [26, 27] in latent space. Nevertheless, the image synthesis performance of these hybrid models has not yet been shown to match state-of-the-art of purely generative models [17, 18] .
In this paper, we build upon PIONEER [11] , based on the adversarial generator-encoder (AGE) [36] . In contrast to many other previous works, these two models consist of only two deep networks, a generator and an encoder, which represent the mappings between the image space and latent space. In addition, the method of progressive network growing, adapted from [17] , is utilized in [11] .
The results of [11] are promising, and both synthesis and reconstruction have good quality in relatively high image resolutions. However, in this paper, we show that [11] suffers from large fluctuations of the competing divergence terms of the adversarial loss, and this seems to hamper optimization and convergence thereby limiting performance.
Besides [11] , other recent and related works are IntroVAE [14] and GLOW [22] . Based on VAE, IntroVAE is fundamentally different from PIONEER that is based on AGE. Based on the contributions of our paper, we are able to show that AGE-based generative models are capable of producing competitive results at 256×256 resolution and with performance comparable to IntroVAE. This is in contrast to the observations in [14] , where the authors were not able to make AGE training converge with large image resolutions. This finding is particularly promising since the PIONEER model has a simpler yet more powerful architecture than the corresponding purely generative model PGGAN [17] . It shows that the conventional GAN paradigm of a separate discriminator network is not necessary for learning to infer and generate image data sets.
In terms of image manipulation, we point out that our model learns to manipulate image attributes in a fully unsupervised manner, in contrast to supervised approaches where the class information is provided during training (e.g. [24, 12] ), and to models only capable of specific discrete domain transformations [42, 19, 37, 6, 15] . In the unsupervised line of work, e.g. [5] uses only low resolution, whereas the GAN of [18] shows high resolution, but has no encoder.
Methods
In this section, we start from the basics of PIONEER [11] which in turn builds on [36] and [17] (Sec. 3.1). From the perspective of image manipulation in 256×256 resolution (and above), the regular PIONEER reaches reasonable sample quality and diversity, but the reconstructions are often not faithful to the originals (unlike in 128×128 CELEBA). Therefore, our main task in this paper is to substantially improve the reconstructions without sacrificing other performance aspects. For this, we must address two issues: (i) On the training behavior level, the PIONEER training dynamics are difficult to optimize, due to wildly oscillating Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL) terms during training. Further, occasionally the encoder and decoder completely diverge and the training performance collapses ( Fig. 3(a) ).
(ii) On the algorithmic level, the three different normalization schemes used in baseline PIONEER compound the difficulty of understanding the behavior of the model, and together appear to contribute to the issue (1) in complicated ways. Instead of proposing yet another network architecture, we seek to find the minimum sufficient changes to simplify and stabilise the training workflow. Figure 3 . The competing KL divergence terms that the encoder assigns for x (training samples) andx (generated samples) in PIONEER show two pathological properties. At times, the encoder overpowers the decoder, and the terms begin to diverge (left). Furthermore, after pre-training stages, the dynamic range of the terms is large and ultimately creates an upper bound to the learning capacity, unless we modify the loss function as in Eq. (5) (right). This also results in steadily decreasing magnitude of both terms.
In order to succeed in the main task, we benefit from first simplifying the algorithm, and reduce the three normalization schemes to only one (Sec. 3.2). This simplification comes at the cost of even less stable training dynamics. However, we have now made the behavior more straightforward, and are able to stabilize the training by simply bounding the difference between the competing KL terms, preventing them from diverging (Sec. 3.3).
Finally, in order to confirm our success on the main task, we analyze the representational power of our improved model by measuring the degree of disentanglement in the model's latent space and demonstrate realistic image feature manipulations (Sec. 3.4).
Model training dynamics
In PIONEER, the encoder φ and decoder θ are trained separately during each training step, with separate loss functions. Because of this separation and the presence of loss terms that are the exact opposites of each other, the training can be called adversarial. With x ∼ X as the training samples andx = θ(ẑ) whereẑ ∼ N(0, I), the encoder loss consists of the encoder trying to push the distribution of the latent codes of the training samples q φ (z | x) towards a unit Gaussian distribution N(0, I) and the distribution of the codes of the generated samples q φ (z |x) away from N(0, I). The decoder tries to do the opposite to the generated samples. Furthermore, the encoder attempts to minimize reconstruction error L X with L1 distance in sample space X , and the decoder to minimize reconstruction error L Z with cosine distance in latent code space Z. Hence, as explained in detail in [11] , the full loss functions are as follows:
with D KL denoting Kullback-Leibler divergence. The reconstruction loss terms are defined as:
Vectors in Z are always normalized to unity. Contrasted to regular autoencoders, the second major aspect of PIONEER is the progressive growing of the network architecture during training, as follows. The encoder and decoder are divided into residual convolution/deconvolution building blocks that operate on separate resolutions (16×16, 32×32, . . . ). The training is divided into phases during which we only train the blocks that operate up to that resolution. Once that resolution is sufficiently learnt, we gradually fade in the block for the next level, and so on. (For more details, see [11, 17] .)
When training on resolutions 128×128 or higher, we observe that around the time when the image generation results begin to get worse, the encoder tends to assign increasingly low KL divergence estimates for the training samples, and increasingly large ones for the generated samples. In other words, the encoder wins the game. We will keep this observation in mind, and now turn to the weight normalization schemes that underlie the training dynamics.
Simplification of the normalization scheme
In [11] , three unrelated techniques are used to stabilize the training: (i) spectral normalization [29] in the encoder, and (ii) equalized learning rate [17] as well as (iii) pixel norm [17] in the decoder. However, there is no obvious reason why we could not replace (ii) and (iii) with (i). This makes the model more principled and, hypothetically, easier to train. In the spectral normalization approach, the spectral norm of each layer of the network is constrained directly during every computation pass, allowing the network to keep the Lipschitz constant under control. The operation does not regularize the network via learnable parameters, but re-scales network weights in a data-dependent manner.
However, if we only use spectral normalization, the learning may be stable on the low-resolution pre-training stages, but already at 64×64 resolution, we begin to see the effects of encoder overpowering the decoder. The training will become unstable shortly thereafter. We believe this is due to the increasingly large and noisy gradients that need to be regularized (Fig. 3) .
Competing KL divergence terms
We now return to the KL terms. In general, the absolute values of the KL terms do not seem to always correlate with better generation results. Instead, the critical aspect seems to be the difference between them.
We thus set out to regularize this part of the training by adding a simple hinge loss to limit the gradient reward for the encoder. A major component of the gradient of the encoder comes from the gap between the KL terms. We wish to ensure that the encoder is not motivated to increase the gap too much, so we define a single margin term M gap that defines the upper bound of the gap, and then modify Eq. (1) as follows into a hinge-loss form:
Because the latter KL term is, in practice, almost always larger than the former, the gap is negative and needs to be bounded from below. Now, Eq. (5) alone would not care about the absolute values of the KL terms at all. However, since Eq. (2) remains unchanged, the decoder training provides the force that drives the D KL [q φ (z |x) N(0, I)] lower. Combined with Eq. (5), the result is a force that pushes the other KL term lower, too (see Fig. 3 for an example of diverging KLs and the effect of bounding the gap). After applying this change, the training becomes stable again, regardless of resolution, while using our simplified weight normalization scheme. There is no collapse of the training, and furthermore, we tend to see steady improvements well beyond the capacity of the original PIONEER.
With the approach in Eq. (5), instead of trying to reduce the learning rate to dampen the gradients, we can in fact increase it and train faster.
We note that the large gradients are not a problem in the early pre-training stages. On the contrary, applying a heavy-handed margin in the early stages will reduce the rate of learning too much. Hence, it is sufficient to only apply the margin after the pre-training. Alternatively, we could have defined the margin to be dependent on the progressive stage of the training, but more experiments should be done to confirm the generality of such margin choices.
Disentanglement of latent space
There are various definitions and ways to measure disentanglement of the latent space. One way of evaluating how the regions in the latent landscape correspond to the sample space is by focusing on finding directions in the latent space that correspond to specific factors of variation in the sample space, but in an unsupervised training setup, we might not have such factors known a priori. However, we can instead focus on identifying smooth transitions in the image sample space, quantitatively and visually.
Quantitatively, we can do this by measuring how smoothly the generated samples change while we move around in the latent space. This requires a good metric for measuring such changes between images, such as LPIPS [40] . Following the approach of [18] , we can simply take samples of two random points in the latent space, look at a short vector segment that connects them, and generate images from both sides of the short segment. We can then proceed to measure the Perceptual Similarity between the points.
Visually, we can try to modify individual features of a new image, e.g. add a degree of smiling. To this end, we look for single-feature code vectors to add to the latent code of the image. Though the idea is now commonplace, there are variations for e.g. purely generative GANs or a supervised setup. Here, we take our existing model trained without any class information, a set A of images with the feature of interest, and a set B of images without it. Requiring no additional training or optimization, we take the difference between the mean latent code of each set and add the resulting 512-dimensional difference vector to the code of the real test image x noF , scaled to the desired intensity λ:
The modified latent code is decoded to an image with (or, with negative λ, without) the new feature (Fig. 6) . (Contrast this procedure to GAN latent arithmetics, whereby you can only transform random model-generated images, unless you also set up an extra ad hoc network that learns to encode your images into the GAN latent space, or run a separate optimization process for each input image.)
Experiments
Generative models can be used to create data samples, while encoder-decoder models can also modify them via latent space. These characteristics suggest that the natural ways of testing the model are by evaluating a batch of generated random samples, reconstructing new test samples, interpolating between two or more inputs in the latent space, or by analyzing the latent space directly.
The various ways of measuring generative models constitute an active field of research as such. To evaluate random samples, we are typically looking for both quality and diversity of the sampled distribution. The most often used methods are Fréchet inception distance (FID, [13] ) and Inception Distance [32] . There are various shortcomings in these measures [2] but as long as we use identical sample size, FID appears to be a reasonably reliable tool for comparing different models. For easy comparison to the previous models, we measure against the training set (but see [23] for limitations).
To measure the conservation of features and identity in reconstructions, we use LPIPS [40] which correlates with human judgement more closely than, for example, the commonly used L2 distance or Structural Similarity measures [41] . Finally, to evaluate the quality of the latent space as such, we measure the Perceptual Path Length [18] and show interpolations between reconstructions of input images as well as feature modifications. The latter operations cannot result in high-quality samples unless the latent space is wellstructured. [14] provides the 256×256 FID of IntroVAE for LSUN Bedrooms but not for CELEBA-HQ (they provide it for 1024×1024 as 5.19, but with a more favorable train/test split). For other figures, the best-run results are shown. The GLOW model has not been shown to work with 256×256 figures on LSUN (the authors show qualitative result only at 128×128). FID is based on 50,000 batch of generated samples compared to training samples. Perceptual Path Length (PPL) was calculated with 100k samples, cropped to 128×128 (ε = 10 −4 ). Pre-trained models for PGGAN and GLOW (T = 0.9 resulted in best FID) were used with default settings provided by the authors. For all numbers, smaller is better. Since PIONEER networks are most useful in the domain of high-resolution images (128×128+), we consider the CELEBA-HQ [17] and LSUN Bedrooms [38] datasets with images up to 1024×1024 and 256×256 resolution, respectively. CELEBA-HQ contains 30,000 images (where we use 27,000 / 3,000 split for training and testing images) while LSUN has its designated separate testing images.
We train the model progressively as in [11] , allowing the last two pre-training phases (64×64 and 128×128) last 0.5-2 times longer than the earlier phases. The final phase is trained until convergence of the FID metric.
We train both the CELEBA-HQ model and the LSUN Bedrooms model for 8 days on two Nvidia V100 GPUs, up to 25.5M samples (epoch count is not useful here, since resolutions vary between epochs). As in [11] and [17] , we reduce the batch size as we move to higher resolutions of the training, to fit within GPU memory limits. After the pre-training stages up to 64×64, we switch on the margin (m = 0.6 for LSUN, m = 0.2 for CELEBA-HQ), and from 256×256 onwards, we fix the margin in both cases to m = 0.4 and also increase the learning rate (from 0.001 to 0.0015 for LSUN and 0.002 for CELEBA-HQ). The overall scale of m can be determined empirically from the behavior of KL divergence values. The fine-tuning is not necessary, but slightly improves the FID values. We optimize with ADAM [21] (β 1 = 0, β 2 = 0.99, and ε = 10 −8 ). With any other inherent hyper-parameters and all architectural choices, we exactly follow [11] unless stated otherwise. 
LSUN Bedrooms
For LSUN Bedrooms, we show randomly generated samples in Fig. 5 (b) at 256×256 resolution. In terms of visual comparison to, for example, [14] , [17] , or [10] , it is hard to discern the differences between the models (see Fig. 5 ). However, visually comparing to [22] or [11] , we can observe some mode collapse happening already at 128×128 in their results, and the authors do not provide 256×256 samples at all. We found that even the baseline PIONEER can indeed generate high-quality samples of LSUN Bedrooms at 256×256 1 . The balanced PIONEER reaches slightly better FID figures with 30% less training steps in the final stage than PIONEER baseline (Fig. 4) . In terms of FID scores, our Balanced PIONEER does not quite reach the state-of-the-art of [17] and [14] . However, the better performance of purely generative models such as [17] for random sampling is not directly comparable to that of encoder-based models.
CelebA-HQ
In [11] , PIONEER was shown to generate relatively highquality random samples in 256×256 resolution in CELEBA-HQ, but reconstructions only up to 128×128 (on regular CELEBA). With both the baseline and our Balanced PIO-NEER, we show reconstructions at 256×256. Balanced PIO-NEER is superior in both reconstructions (Fig. 2) and random sampling quality (Fig. 5(a) and Table 1 ).
While reconstruction of input images is not interesting as such, it serves as a proxy guarantee that the model at least handles the point in the latent space that represents the input image. We demonstrate sharp CELEBA-HQ reconstructions in Fig. 2 . LPIPS score for 10k CELEBA-HQ samples (cropped at face area to 128 × 128 for more precise measurement) improved from 0.223 of the PIONEER baseline to 0.172 of our improved model (22.9% reduction).
Disentanglement measures
Finally, we evaluate whether the individual factors of variation in the training data are represented as directions in the latent space. We demonstrate this by examining interpolations between the reconstructions of input images ( Fig. 1 and the Supplement) and feature manipulation (Fig. 6) The latent space remains smooth even for the relatively sparse dataset of CELEBA-HQ (with only 30k samples, as opposed to the 202k samples of CELEBA), biased towards females and a narrow set of face features and ages.
We measure the degree of disentanglement of the latent space with Perceptual Path Length [18] . In Table 1 Figure 6 . Examples of feature manipulation in 256×256 resolution CELEBA-HQ test set images that the model has not seen before, for attributes that the model did not know about during training. Column 1: the input; Column 2: the reconstruction; Columns 3-6: various added feature vectors. Each 512-dimensional feature vector was extracted after training as a simple arithmetical difference between the latent vector of 32 to 64 training set examples that contain and do not contain the feature. The difference vector was then added to the latent code of each new input image and decoded back into a result image. There is no a priori reason to assume that this would result in a valid image in the first place, nor that the feature would be transformed. Note that there is no class information in the training set, which means that during training, the model has to figure out the existence of these features from scratch. Only a well-structured latent space can explain the result. Here, the feature intensity scale λ varies between [−2.0, 2.0]. For smoothly increasing the intensity, please see the Supplement.
GLOW, using CELEBA-HQ image samples at 256×256. We sample 100,000 such pairs of points, decode them into images, and crop them around the center of the face, following [18] . The scaled expectation of the Perceptual Similarity value is, then, our 'Perceptual Path Length' (PPL) value. We find that the Balanced PIONEER outperforms the other models, which is not surprising, given its ability to interpolate well between most random input images.
Discussion and conclusions
In this paper, we have taken steps towards photographic image manipulation with PIONEER model, by substantially improving the model's reconstructive capacity and latent space disentanglement, demonstrated in CELEBA-HQ, and, despite using a simpler model, slightly improved results with less training in LSUN Bedrooms. We proposed balancing of the model training in two respects; by bounding the difference between the competing KL divergence terms in the encoder, and by consistently using spectral normalization on both the encoder and the decoder. These steps made the model more principled, smoothed out strong oscillations in the encoder-decoder game, and prevented the encoder from overpowering the decoder.
In resolutions not shown previously for this model family, the balanced training enabled us to show latent space interpolations (more examples in the Supplement) and extracted latent space features that visibly modify images in a realistic manner. In Table 1 , we showed that the learned latent space structure is clearly better than the baselines, in terms of perceptual path length. FID scores are slightly worse than PGGAN and IntroVAE but better than the unbalanced PIONEER and GLOW.
The results suggest that AGE-based approaches are at least competitive with the ones based on GANs and VAEs. VAEs offer an explicit probability density function, and are less sensitive to the training minibatch size. However, they have been plagued by the problem of blurriness of generated images, and further research is needed to establish whether, for example, the approach in IntroVAE can solve this more generally. GLOW offers exact inference, but inferior FID. In future work, a training set more diverse than CELEBA-HQ, such as the FFHQ from [18] , would also improve generality.
The PyTorch source code will be made available at https: //aaltovision.github.io/balanced-pioneer. More examples of reconstruction quality in 256×256 resolution with typical images from the CELEBA-HQ test set (top row), by our balanced PIONEER (middle) and baseline PIONEER (bottom). Here, the input images are encoded into 512-dimensional latent feature vector and decoded back to the original dimensionality (middle and bottom rows). The encoding-decoding of balanced PIONEER tends to preserve facial features, orientation, expressions, and hair style. Small mistakes can still be observed, especially in male subjects. Figure 21 . CELEBA-HQ test set images used as input for the image transformation videos.
